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Abstract: Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the best known elastomers and has been used in
several areas of activity, due to its excellent characteristics and properties, such as biocompatibility,
flexibility, optical transparency and chemical stability. Furthermore, PDMS modified with other
materials promotes the desired changes to broaden its range of applications in various fields of
science. However, the heating, mixing and degassing steps of the manufacturing process have
not received much attention in recent years when it comes to blending with solid materials. For
instance, PDMS has been extensively studied in combination with waxes, which are frequently in
a solid state at room temperature and as a result the interaction and manufacturing process are
extremely complex and can compromise the desired material. Thus, in this work it is proposed a
multifunctional vacuum chamber (MVC) with the aim to improve and accelerate the manufacturing
process of PDMS composites combined with additives, blends and different kinds of solid materials.
The MVC developed in this work allows to control the mixing speed parameters, temperature control
and internal pressure. In addition, it is a low cost equipment and can be used for other possible
modifications with different materials and processes with the ability to control those parameters. As
a result, samples fabricated by using the MVC can achieve a time improvement over 133% at the
heating and mixing step and approximately 200% at the last degassing step. Regarding the complete
manufacturing process, it is possible to achieve an improvement over 150%, when compared with
the conventional manufacturing process. When compared to maximum tensile strength, specimens
manufactured using the MVC have shown a 39% and 65% improvement in maximum strain. The
samples have also shown a 9% improvement in transparency at room temperature and 12% at
a temperature of about 75 ◦C. It should be noted that the proposed MVC can be used for other
blends and manufacturing processes where it is desirable to control the temperature, agitation speed
and pressure.

Keywords: manufacturing; PDMS composites; vacuum chamber; beeswax; project; polydimethylsiloxane;
fabrication process; gravity casting

1. Introduction

Elastomers have become popularly known in several scientific areas in recent decades
due to their excellent characteristics and properties, such as: flexibility, biocompatibility
and corrosion resistance [1]. PDMS is, among the various existing elastomers one that has
been receiving attention among researchers at different engineering fields [2,3]. PDMS is a
mixture of linear polymers belonging to a group of silicones based on organic polymers.
This material is non-toxic, non-flammable, and has excellent mechanical, thermal and
chemical properties [4–6]. PDMS has been applied in several areas, as the use in electronics,
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microfluidics and biomedical devices has been reported [2,7–9]. The main characteristics
of this material are its highly flexible [10], biocompatibility [11], optically transparent [12]
and low cost. To improve mechanical, thermal, and optical properties, it is possible
to mix waxes [13] or nanoparticles with PDMS [14], among other materials [15]. This
makes material have a wide applicability and improvement of some aspects such as
superhydrophobic surfaces, water repellent [16], anti-icing, self-cleaning [17] and anti-
scaling [18], among other surficial properties [15].

Manufacturing processes commonly used with PDMS are numerous, depending on the
mix and current needs, and can be complex processes or the use of expensive or unavailable
equipment [19–21]. Some of these processes are the inlaying method, which consists of
dissolving the PDMS that has been cured by TEOS under bis and DOTDL catalysis, and
the wax weight ratios were followed by an ultrasonic treatment. Subsequently, a piece
of immaculate tissue was dipped into the mixture, forming a layer of the mixture on the
tissue surface, leaving it superhydrophobic [22]. Other processes are carried out with the
cured PDMS immersed in a bath of paraffin resulting in the impregnation of the paraffin
in the reticulated network of the PDMS. Another method also represents mixing uncured
PDMS with paraffin/organic solvent and curing agent. Another way to mix is to put the
PDMS in a liquid state with molten paraffin and then add the curing agent followed by
mixing [13]. However, to create superhydrophobic coatings the spray method is used,
which is composed of PDMS, THF, beeswax and curing agent, after spraying on the surface
it is necessary to raise the temperature to evaporate the THF and cure the mixture [23].
The method trivially used in the composition of mixtures with waxes is gravity casting,
which consists of mixing PDMS and waxes, paraffin or beeswax, followed by heating and
mixing to impregnate the elastomeric matrix, after this step add the curing agent, mix
and pour into molds. The last step consists of the degassing process [24]. These processes
can also be used for PDMS combination with other materials. For instance, the literature
presents works with composites with the elastomer and additives, waxes, fibers, micro and
nanoparticles [25–29]. However, the main problems pointed out are: As waxes are usually
in their solid-state of matter at room temperature, mixing it with PDMS can cause some
problems and require great attention.

Heating, as well as temperature control, are ideal for the perfect and efficient mixing
to occur with the PDMS, which is in a liquid state, which is why the first heating step is so
important [30–32]. In general, the mixtures should be agitated for a better distribution of
the mixture and also more quickly. However, this agitation is often done manually due to
the lack of equipment, simple or sophisticated, or even use some type of equipment for this
step; however, it is a piece of high-cost equipment, not being convenient and available for
all researchers [33–36]. Ffinally, to remove the air bubbles from the previous stirring step,
as these two steps are not usually carried out simultaneously, it takes longer to remove
the bubbles from the mixture, as the surface tension of the PDMS is high and it has not let
them out. It should be noted that many studies have performed this step by taking at least
30 min by using conventional manufacturing methods [37–41].

The main objective of this work was to design, develop and manufacture a low-cost
multifunctional vacuum chamber (MVC) capable of improving the large-scale production
process of PDMS being mixed with other materials. In addition, a comparison was per-
formed in with the conventional manufacturing method by means of optical and mechanical
characterization. The majority of the conventional processes reported in the literature do
not have control over the parameters at each step of the process, and as a result, it is likely
the occurrence of potential errors and defects caused by the operators handling. It should
be noted that the process does not have a standard, causing the process to be non-repeatable.
The proposed MVC focuses on improving simultaneous steps, combining quality and time
reduction, making the entire process efficient for large-scale production.
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2. Materials and Methods

For the manufacture of the multifunctional vacuum chamber, the following materials
were used: 3 mm thick A36 steel sheet, 10 mm thick transparent acrylic sheet and the two-
component poly (dimethylsiloxane) was selected, in which part A was selected, contains a
prepolymer and part B is the catalyst to effect the cure.

The equipment used to control the motor rotation speed and the water bath tempera-
ture was a PWM 12 V DC (Diymore, Shenzhen, China) and STC-1000 (SHTROL, Xuzhou,
China), respectively. The supports and covers were manufactured in 3D printing. The
vacuum pump used was a two-stage piston with a flow capacity of 143 L/min and a
vacuum range of 13.53 psi. The vacuum chamber is stabilized when the pressure is down
to 0.01 MPa [42]. A two-component poly (dimethylsiloxane) was selected, in which part A
contains a prepolymer and part B is the catalyst to effect the cure. The beeswax used was
purchased from a local (Bragança, Portugal) beekeeper.

2.1. Design

The main mechanical objective for developing and manufacturing of these multifunc-
tional vacuum chambers was to simplify and improve the efficiency of the process, as
difficulties were reported during the mixing and degassing process, as well as the control
of parameters during the manufacture of PDMS compounds [40]. The design of the multi-
functional vacuum chamber was developed in the 3D CAD tool SolidWorks 2020, a license
made available by the Polytechnic Institute of Bragança.

The developed multifunctional vacuum chamber is composed of an electric kettle
and an electric perforation motor adapted inside the chamber to compose the heating and
mixing steps of the composite, respectively. Vacuum pump and electronic controllers are
listed on the outside. The electric kettle is used to heat the water bath using the joule effect
to mix PDMS/wax at the melting temperature. The electric drill motor is used to carefully
mix the liquid compound. The vacuum pump is used to partially remove the air from
the chamber in order to reduce the internal pressure, in such a way, facilitating the exit
of the gas bubbles formed during the mixing and pouring steps of the molds. Figure 1
illustrates, schematically, the elements of the system constituted for the simultaneous and
sequential steps.
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Figure 1. Multifunctional vacuum chamber project (1. Vacuum chamber; 2. Electric kettle; 3. Rotative
motor and 4. Vacuum chamber).

The electrical system is essential for the correct functioning of the entire system, both
for feeding the vacuum pump and for feeding the controllers. The voltage required to power
the temperature controller and the PWM speed controller are 220 V and 12 V, respectively.
The PWM speed controller works with voltage and current variation to control the rotations
per minute of the mixture, this equipment is connected to a power supply, lowering the
voltage from 220 V AC to 12 V DC, whichever is used, feeds the motor of adapted drilling.
The STC-1000 temperature controller (SHTROL, Xuzhou, China) works as an on and off
switch of the electric kettle, so that when the electric kettle is turned on its operating power
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is always 100%. The vacuum pump uses 220 V voltage to work properly. Figure 2 shows
the functioning of the electrical system of the global system.
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The main electrical diagram was developed to automate the process, being controllable
outside the multifunctional vacuum chamber. Parameters that can be instantly adjusted are
internal water temperature, compound agitation and negative atmospheric pressure. Thus,
this multifunctional vacuum chamber is ideal for the manufacturing process of polymers
and composites that require any heating, controlled mixing, negative atmospheric pressure
or combinations of these parameters [20].

2.2. Multifunctional Vacuum Chamber Manufacturing
2.2.1. Manufacturing of Mechanical Elements

During the manufacturing process of the multifunctional vacuum chamber, several
cutting processes were used, such as: hydraulic, laser and manual guillotine. On A36 steel
plates with a thickness of 3 mm, the shear cuts were performed using a hydraulic guillotine
and manual cuts were necessary due to the complexity of the plates. The cuts by the mini
320 hydraulic guillotine were performed through the relative movement of a cutting punch
against a die, in this case, the cut is simple with a square die, being the cylinder body of
the chamber. The manual cuts, being the support rings of the upper and lower lid of the
multifunctional vacuum chamber, were performed with the grinding wheel equipment
with a cutting disc.

The laser cuts were performed on the acrylic sheet with the 2-AXIS Portlaser x252
equipment (Portlaser, Pousa, Portugal) because it is easy, fast and accurate. This cut is more
complex and with acrylic thickness of 10 mm, the following cutting parameters were used:
Speed 10.67 mm/s, Power 77.6 W and PPI 400. Due to the thick plate, it was difficult to
cut and had to be executed several times for the laser to cut completely without damaging
the plate.

At this stage of manufacturing the multifunctional vacuum chamber, a small hand-
made calendar available in the laboratory was used. The device is composed of a set of
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cylinders or rollers, with rotating movements and adjustable pressure. The use of this
equipment was to bend the side of the MVC with the intention of forming a cylinder.

In this work, the MIG/MAG welding process was used to join the body of the multi-
functional vacuum chamber to the support rings of the covers. The equipment used was
the modular MIG 453 which uses the heat of an electrical arc continuously established
between an electrode and the base metal to fuse the electrode tip and the base metal surface
of the joint which is defined at 23.3 V. The equipment was adjusted to weld the MVC body
longitudinally and also to join the upper and lower ring together providing support for the
acrylic cover and the lower part of the MVC.

Additive manufacturing technique that consists of developing the object graphically
in computer software and subsequently manufactured by deposition of successive layers
of material, which can be thermoplastics or other eutectic materials, on a heated platform.
This process was used to fabricate the engine support with the metal cover and the support
to connect the engine shaft to the mixing rod. The 3D printer used to manufacture the
components is the Anet A8 Plus (Anet 3D Printer, Shenzhen, China).

2.2.2. Assembly

The multifunctional vacuum chamber took shape in each process performed in the
previous item, being a logical assembly sequence. First, the union of the support rings of
the lower and upper covers with the cylindrical body of the MVC was made, as shown in
Figure 3a, followed by silicone above the weld for sealing. Then, the joint was made with
screws and nuts for the cover and lower support with the aid of a silicone seal between
them. To seal the acrylic lid and the upper support ring, a universal EPDM rubber adhesive
tape was used between them. The parts manufactured in 3D printing consist of a box
and a lid, both manufactured in PLA. The cover was fixed with support accessories also
produced in PLA and by screws and nuts. The acrylic lid was cut again by the laser cutting
equipment, and then a 1/4” thread was made to fix the vacuum gauge that is in the center
of the lid in order to measure the internal pressure.
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Figure 3. Fabrication and assembly of the Multifunctional vacuum chamber: (a) Welding support
rings on the MVC body and (b) Complete set of vacuum chamber and accessories.

The PWM speed controller (Diymore, Shenzhen, China) is attached to the case made in
3D printing, is connected to a power supply which lowers the voltage to 12 V DC and then
power is supplied to the drilling motor positioned inside the MVC to make agitation. The
STC-1000 temperature controller also located in the 3D-printed housing receives the voltage
and transmits it directly to the electric kettle positioned inside the MVC. The vacuum pump
is connected to a ball valve by a 1/4” gas hose making partial withdrawal of air from inside
the multifunctional vacuum chamber. The complete system is shown in Figure 3b.
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2.3. Testing Vacuum Chamber and Specimen Manufacturing

After the manufacturing of the vacuum chamber, it was implemented some tests to
evaluate the influence of the main operating parameters (heating, mixer and vacuum) in
que quality of the composites and were manufactured tensile specimens using the vacuum
chamber and by the conventional method.

The polydimethylsiloxane used to manufacture the specimens was Sylgard 184 (specifi-
cation in Table 1) and the beeswax was obtained from a local beekeeper. For manufacturing,
a two-component kit was required, one part being the polydimethylsiloxane prepolymer
and the second part the crosslinking agent containing a mixture of vinyl- terminated poly-
dimethylsiloxane and hydrogen. PDMS cure occurs when a catalyst is added under pure
PDMS or already mixed with other substances through a reaction between the vinyl and
hydrosilane groups [43].

The manufacture of PDMS with other additives, by a gravity casting process, requires
3 steps with parameters control to reach a homogeneous mixture, without bubbles and
assuring the perfect interaction between PDMS and beeswax. The first step is the PDMS
and beeswax mixing, in which it is necessary to heat the mixture, as the wax melts at
approximately 65 ◦C [44], being simultaneously stirred until the homogeneity of the mixing
and speeding up the process. The second step is the catalyst (curing agent) addition to the
mixture using a 10:1 w/w ratio, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, followed by
stirring until the mixture is homogeneous. The third and last step refers to removing the
bubbles produced in the mixing and pouring the viscous mixture into the test molds.

Table 1. Properties of the PDMS and Beeswax [45–49].

Property PDMS Beeswax

Viscosity (base) 5100 cP 0.1 cP ratio
Viscosity (mixed) 3500 cP -

Working time (pot life) 1.5 h -
Cure time at 25 ◦C 48 h -

Density 0.98 g/cm3 0.95 g/cm3

Kinematic viscosity (80 ◦C) - 8.2 mPa·s
Thermal conductivity 0.27 W/m◦K 0.20 W/m◦K

2.3.1. Testing the Vacuum Chamber

The temperature controller is connected to the electric kettle, heating the water con-
tained inside the kettle through the joule effect. The STC-100 temperature controller
equipment located outside the MVC is programmable, having 2 functions F1 and F2, where
F1 is the specific temperature and F2 is the variation above and below this specific selected
temperature. For testing liquids, the F1 value is 65 ◦C and the F2 value is 0.1 ◦C. The liquid
content is 500 mL for all liquids.

Some liquids were tested at this stage, looking for the smallest variation in the tem-
perature range to increase the accuracy of constant heating during the melting and mix-
ing process. The liquids are listed in Table 2 with their respective temperature ranges,
along with the heating time and the cooling time, with water saturated with sugar being
more suitable.

Table 2. Tests performed with different liquids checking the temperature range.

Liquids Range (◦C) Heating Time Cold Time

Vegetable oil 65–85 1:31 min 21:46 min
Detergent 65–79.9 1:01 min 18:22 min

Water saturated sugar 65–69.7 00:39 s 5:51 min

After the heating step of the composite, agitation is necessary for the wax to impregnate
the PDMS matrix. To test the two methods, two metallic composite cups containing 20 g of
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PDMS and a proportion of 0.2 g of beeswax each were weighed. The heating and mixing
process was carried out under the same conditions and times, at approximately 65 ◦C, but
with temperature control available in MVC and in the conventional method there is no
such control. The metallic cups are placed in a water bath, however, the metallic cup in
the MVC is placed inside the electric kettle containing water saturated with sugar and the
conventional method uses a double boiler inside a container containing water. The times
that were performed for the tests are 1, 2, 5 and 7 min for the conventional method and
1, 2 and 3 min for the method performed in the vacuum chamber in order to analyze the
efficiency of the methods. Another test performed in this step is when the curing agent
is added after the heating and mixing step and again returned to heat and mix with the
curing agent, but the heat accelerates the PDMS curing process.

For the last stage of degassing, some tests were carried out. The maximum working
pressure of the vacuum pump with the respective time was verified and the efficiency of
the insulation of the multifunctional vacuum chamber was tested. First, the MVC was
closed with the acrylic lid containing the lower-than-atmospheric pressure gauge and the
time for the system to reach maximum working capacity was verified. In order to test
the insulation of the united parts of the MVC, a test was carried out allowing the internal
pressure to reach the maximum working capacity, so the ball valve was closed, trapping
the internal pressure and verifying how long it would maintain full pressure.

The main steps to manufacture the composite PDMS/beeswax samples are: The first
step is the mixing of the PDMS base polymer with the beeswax respecting the proportional-
ity in weight. In the second step, it is necessary to heat the composites and carefully mix
the two materials, when the mixture is homogeneous, the curing agent is added. Again, it
is necessary to mix the composite, in the case of MVC it is already possible to do this step
under vacuum action. Finally, the mixture is poured into the molds and degassed.

2.3.2. Conventional Manufacturing Method of Specimens

Samples were fabricated by combining PDMS with added beeswax (M_BW1%). The
preparation begins with weighing the PDMS and beeswax in the exact proportions for each
mold, 5.5 g of the polymer and 0.05 g of wax were weighed. As PDMS and beeswax do
not mix at room temperature, it is necessary to heat it to approximately 65 ◦C as shown in
Figure 4a. The mixture was stirred with a metallic spatula, rotating clockwise for 7 min
until the mixture was homogeneous. After this stirring process, the curing agent was
added in a ratio of 10:1. Again, the stirring effect with the curing agent takes place for
approximately 5 min and is then poured into the molds for testing. Finally, it was placed in
a vacuum desiccator for 30 min to remove bubbles from the stirring and pouring process.
The samples were left for 48 h at room temperature of 25 ◦C to complete the curing process.
Figure 5a shows each step of the manufacturing process described above.
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2.3.3. Specimens Manufacturing Using the Developed Vacuum Chamber

The manufacturing in the Multifunctional Vacuum Chamber holds control of some
important parameters to improve the efficiency of the process, such as the temperature
and agitation speed. In addition, it was able to do the degassing process while making
agitation of the mixture inside the chamber. First, adding the beeswax (MVC_BW1%)
into the PDMS and weighing 5.5 g of the polymer and 0.05 g of beeswax as described
in the previous process. The mixture was mixed using a mechanical stirrer with a speed
controller, being stirred for 3 min with 23% of the maximum engine power until the
mixture was homogeneous, controlling the temperature at approximately 65 ◦C as shown
in Figure 4b. The second stage, the curing agent was added, followed by stirring in the
MVC, for instantaneous degassing for approximately 3 min and poured into the molds to
carry out the tests. The last step in the manufacturing process is to remove the few bubbles
from shaking and pouring into the molds at MVC for only 10 min. The samples were left
for 48 h at room temperature of 25 ◦C to complete the curing process. Figure 5b shows each
detailed step of the manufacturing process described above.

2.4. Tensile Test

Tensile tests were performed with 5 different specimens by means of a universal
testing machine (Shimadzu, Quioto, Japan), using a cell-load of 10 kN with an accuracy
of ±1% indicated test force (at 1/500 to 1/1 load cell rating) and the tensile test were
accomplished with a displacement control. To carry out the test, a pre-test was first
mounted on the machine, with a velocity of 5 mm/min, being adjusted until it reached a
preload of 1 Newton and, from this point, the test was set up for a velocity of 500 mm/min
until it breaks. To prevent the slip of the samples during the test, a fine sandpaper was
placed at the ends of the samples. The samples were fabricated and the test was performed
in accordance with ASTM D412 [50].

2.5. Spectrophotometry Test

For the optical test, a Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Quioto, Japan)
was used. A sample of the conventional manufacturing method and a sample using the
multifunctional vacuum chamber were used, the tensile samples were reused to perform
this test. The wavelength range created for the equipment was between 200 µm and
800 µm. Transmittance measurements were performed with the samples heated due to the
composition of beeswax. To heat the samples, a water bath was used where the samples
were immersed in the water. After heating for a few minutes, the samples were removed
from the water, dried and placed in the spectrophotometer.
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3. Results and Discussion

The test results for the process of mixing, heating and degassing the PDMS and
beeswax composites are much more qualitative than quantitative, so the analyses will be
carried out to demonstrate the effects of each process step being controlled by temperature,
time, agitation speed and pressure.

3.1. Effect Heating

The difficulty of this first stage of the process is temperature control, as the man-
ufacturing processes described in the literature are carried out in a water bath without
a temperature controller, thus losing process efficiency and negative results [20,33,51].
Temperature is the most important parameter for the homogeneity of the mixture, taking
the beeswax to the liquid state of matter, facilitating and improving the interaction with
the PDMS matrix. Figure 6 shows the action of temperature over time on the beeswax
contained in PDMS, which stays at a temperature of 65 ◦C for approximately 10 min. This
time depends on the amount of PDMS and beeswax that are directly proportional to time
and temperature. As shown in Figure 6a, which contains PDMS and unheated beeswax
over time, where the beeswax does not dissolve in the PDMS matrix. However, in Figure 6b
it is observed that after 1 min of heating, few signs of fusion begin to appear in the beeswax
portions contained in the PDMS. In Figure 6c, one can more easily see the melting process
of solid beeswax after 5 min of heating. Finally, in Figure 6d, after 10 min of heating at
approximately 65 ◦C, the beeswax is completely in the liquid state of matter, making the
interaction of beeswax in the PDMS matrix easier and more efficient.
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3.2. Effect Mixer

After the essential heating process to improve the interaction of the mixture with the
PDMS, the multifunctional vacuum chamber must be able to agitate the mixture so that
it becomes homogeneous more quickly. Since these processes are carried out in different
stages that are not simultaneous due to the unavailability of equipment [36,52–54]. The
difficulty of the process defines that the mixture is manually agitated without speed control
and agitation uniformity, thus having the delay and low efficiency of the process. The
multifunctional vacuum chamber has the possibility of working with heating control
and mixing agitation control simultaneously and can be used for other experiments with
numerous variations of the desired parameters.

Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison in illustrative images of the manual stirring
process and the automated stirring process performed in the multifunctional vacuum
chamber. In Figure 7, manual agitation of the mixture composed of PDMS and beeswax
was carried out along with constant heating at approximately 65 ◦C. In Figure 7a circular
agitation was carried out with a metal spatula with rectangular section in a clockwise
direction for 1 min and show see that the wax is mostly in solid state. In the sequence of
Figure 7b the agitation continues in rotary motion for 2 min and we managed to repair a
small decrease in the solid pieces of beeswax. The next image refers to the time of 4 min of
constant clockwise stirring and show see a considerable decrease in the dissolved wax in
the PDMS, but there are some small pieces of beeswax still in solid state as identified in
Figure 7c. The last illustrative image being the Figure 7d completely in the liquid state and
mixed with the PDMS leaving the homogeneous mixture in the equivalent time of 7 min.
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The multifunctional vacuum chamber was developed with the aim of improving
and speeding up the process steps for an effective and efficient series production. The
mixing process in the multifunctional vacuum chamber was automated with the potential
to control the rotations for minutes provided with the PWM speed controller. Figure 8
shows the dissolution of beeswax in polydimethylsiloxane as a function of time by the
automated mixing method. Figure 8a illustrates the blending of polydimethylsiloxane with
beeswax starches in the solid state of matter without stirring and heating for comparison.
Figure 8b shows the mixture made with 23% of the engine’s maximum power for 1 min
and heating to approximately 65 ◦C, identifying a rapid disaggregation of the beeswax in
the PDMS. In the next illustrated image of Figure 8c after 2 min of stirring, the considerable
decomposition of the beeswax can be seen.

In Figure 8d, the beeswax is completely dissolved in the polydimethylsiloxane matrix
within 3 min of stirring. The comparison between Figures 7 and 8 shows that the use of this
automated method causes a considerable reduction in the wax dissolution time in the PDMS.
Constant controlled agitation refers to a better distribution of the wax and, consequently,
faster, as the heat from the water is evenly dissipated throughout the composite mixture.
The agitator obtains a mixing paddle that occupies a larger area than the process is done
manually with a metal spatula. Compared to heating the composite without mixing and
with mixing there is a considerable decrease in wax melting, however the time to completely
melt the wax is 50% less. In Figures 7 and 8, it is possible to see a difference in color and
texture between the two composites; there is also a significant decrease in the mixing
time of the methods, with the conventional method taking 7 min and the method using
the vacuum chamber multifunctional costs a time of 3 min. The composite mixed in the
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vacuum chamber with temperature and speed control improved by 133% in mixing time
when compared to the conventional method.

3.3. Effect of Vacuum

Polydimethylsiloxane is present in works published in recent years due to its hy-
drophobicity, the fact that the molecular adhesion forces between water and the surface are
weaker than the cohesion forces.

The high surface tension of polydimethylsiloxane creates a problem in the manufacture
of specimens and does not allow the air bubbles generated in the stirring process to be
removed, this fact happens at the interface between two chemical phases, making this
surface layer of the liquid come to act as an elastic barrier. Atmospheric pressure creates
pressure against the surface, making it difficult for the gases trapped inside the mixture to
escape. In order to remove these inconvenient bubbles, a process called degassing is used.
This process consists of applying negative pressure in relation to atmospheric pressure on
the material in the liquid state, and by this pressure difference, the dissolved gases of the
liquid compound are eliminated. These bubbles generated due to agitation of the mixture
cause defects that can later cause distortion in the tests, causing results different from the
real one.

Figure 9a demonstrates the last step of the process prepared by the conventional
method in a time of 1:10 min at a pressure of 13.4 psi in the vacuum gauge, with the
existence of many bubbles on the upper surface of the mixture being visible, as shown in
Figure 9c. In addition, Figure 9b shows the last step of the process developed by the new
method employing the use of the multifunctional vacuum chamber in a time of 1:15 min at
a pressure of 13.5 psi, with few bubbles being observed on the liquid surface as shown in
the Figure 9d.
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It is possible to clearly observe the amount of bubbles existing on the surface, as
shown in Figure 9c, produced by the conventional method due to the non-use of the
vacuum action together with the final stages of the process to release the bubbles generated
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during the mixing step. However, in Figure 9d there are few bubbles on the upper surface
of the composite, which comes from the step in which the curing agent is added and
mixed under the action of vacuum in the multifunctional vacuum chamber, thus carrying
out the degassing step together with the curing agent mixing step resulting in reduced
time. This new method, developed at MVC, takes approximately 3 min to degas, while
other works reported in the literature are performed in a time equivalent to more than
40 min [39,41,51,55].

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the methods of the degassing process. (a)
conventional method in time 1:10 min and pressure 13.4 psi, (b) new method on MVC at
time 1:10 min and pressure 13.4 psi, (c) conventional method sample and (d) new method
sample. It is possible to clearly observe the amount of bubbles existing on the surface, as
shown in Figure 9c, produced by the conventional method due to not using the vacuum
action together with the final steps of the process in order to release the wetness generated
during the mixing step. However, in Figure 9d there are few bubbles on the upper surface
of the composite, which comes from the step in which the curing agent is added and mixed
under the action of vacuum in the multifunctional vacuum chamber, thus making the
degassing step together with the step of mixing the curing agent resulting in the shortening
of time.

One way to try to avoid and speed up the process without bubbles or even small
pieces of wax would be to carry out all the steps under the action of a vacuum, but in
the tests carried out in this work when it is heated and already mixed with the curing
agent, this heat works as a cure accelerator as at 80 ◦C the mixture cures completely in just
20 min, according to the manufacturer, and there is no time to finish the process because
the mixture starts its curing process quickly, resulting in incomplete melting of the beeswax
and bubbles trapped inside the samples. Figure 10a shows small pieces of beeswax that did
not melt and some bubbles that were not removed because the mixture quickly solidified.
Due to this relevant factor, this process was divided into several steps as described in the
materials and methods so that the mixture did not cure before the wax was in the liquid
state of matter and the bubbles were removed. Figure 10b shows a sample manufactured
by different steps being heated and mixed, then added the curing agent and mixed at room
temperature under vacuum action in the MVC and then poured into the molds under
vacuum action again.
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Figure 10. Samples after curing: (a) Sample with curing agent performed with heating and (b) Sample
with curing agent performed without heat and with vacuum.

Figure 11 shows the uniformity of beeswax dispersion in the PDMS at a 100× scale.
Figure 11a shows the sample performed by the conventional method and it is possible
to notice that the wax particles are of non-uniform size. The sample produced by the
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multifunctional vacuum chamber has more uniformity in a certain region and smaller
particles, as shown in Figure 11b, while the sample made by the conventional method
shows disorder throughout the region and disorder in particle size. It is concluded from
the optical microscope images that the samples manufactured using the multifunctional
vacuum chamber show greater uniformity of beeswax in the PDMS.
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Figure 11. Images from optical microscope: (a) Conventional method and (b) method using the
multifunctional vacuum chamber [15].

3.4. Tensile Test

The values obtained depend on the test parameters, and small variations in these
parameters can lead to considerable distortions in the results. Thus, 5 specimens of each
method and the arithmetic mean with the respective standard deviations were used. The
stress versus strain results are shown in Figure 12.
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method and BW1%_N is the samples manufactured using the MVC.
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The purpose of this graph is to perform a comparison between the samples from
the two manufacturing methods and as a result to be able to observe the difference of
the mechanical properties that the method using the MVC has provided. In Figure 12, a
significant difference can be seen both in the maximum strength and in the maximum strain
between the two groups of samples. The arithmetic average of the samples manufactured by
the conventional method had lower tensile strength and less strain value when compared
to the samples manufactured using the MVC.

The arithmetic average of the tensile strength of samples manufactured by the conven-
tional method is approximately 2.36 MPa, which is consistent with the studies reported in
the literature [15]. For the MVC samples, the tensile strength corresponds to 3.27 MPa. As
a result, there was an improvement of the maximum tensile strength and maximum strain.
The maximum tensile strength of the samples manufactured with the MVC improved
about 39% when compared to the samples manufactured by the conventional method.
When it comes to the maximum strain of the samples, the results were 0.48 and 0.81 for
the samples manufactured by the conventional method and manufactured in the MVC,
respectively, being consistent with the literature [15]. Hence, these results show that was
an improvement bigger than 65% when compared to samples manufactured using MVC
and manufactured using the conventional method.

In general, it can be seen that the mechanical properties of the MVC samples were
improved when compared to the samples fabricated by the conventional method. This
may be due to the organization of beeswax particles in the PDMS matrix being more
evenly distributed.

3.5. Spectrophotometry Test

It is well known that pure PDMS has high transparency and as a result is a material
with excellent optical and light propagation properties. However, beeswax is a material
with low optical capacity at room temperature when compared to pure PDMS. When PDMS
and beeswax are mixed, beeswax makes the material opaque at room temperature due to
its low optical properties. However, when the composite is heated to high temperatures,
the beeswax improves its optical properties making it as transparent as pure PDMS. Note
that in this study, the comparison refers to samples manufactured by two different methods
and temperatures.

In Figure 13 it is possible to verify and compare the effect of the MVC fabrication
method and the conventional fabrication method in terms of transparency. The name of
the curves with C before the temperature is associated with the samples produced by the
conventional method, and the curves with N correspond to the samples manufactured
using MVC, for example BW1%_C25 corresponds to the sample manufactured by the
conventional method at a temperature of 25 ◦C. There was an improvement in the mixture
of PDMS and beeswax manufactured with the MVC at room temperature when compared
to the conventional method. The results were 51% and 65% of transmittance for the samples
manufactured by the conventional method and the MVC, respectively. This improvement
was approximately 9% increase of transparency of the MVC samples for the test performed
at room temperature. When the samples were heated to 75 ◦C, the obtained results were
71% and 81% of transmittance for the samples manufactured by the conventional method
and the method using the MVC. This increase was about 12% in optical capacity, resulting
in an improved transparency of the samples when fabricated with the proposed MVC.

Generally, the method using MVC to fabricate the samples has shown an improvement
in optical properties, which may be due to the distribution of beeswax particles in the
PDMS matrix and when the temperature increases, the beeswax changes from a solid state.
to a liquid state leaving the sample translucent.
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Figure 13. Wavelength versus transmittance for different temperatures and samples manufac-
tured by means of the MVC (BW1%_N25, BW1%_N75) and the conventional method (BW1%_C25,
BW1%_C75).

4. Conclusions

In this work a new method was proposed to improve the PDMS manufacturing process
with different wax compositions that require heating, mixing and atmospheric pressure
difference or even some of these simultaneous steps. Hence, in this study, it was developed
a low-cost multifunctional vacuum chamber (MVC) to assist the manufacture of these
composites and to accelerate the manufacture of composites without losing their main
characteristics. Generally, these samples are most of the time manufactured by a simple
conventional method without controlling the temperature, mixing and pressure parameters,
so there is no repeatability and standard conditions for the process.

The proposed MVC played an important role for the composites manufacturing
involving polymers, waxes and other additives. The MVC has the ability to program and
control several features, such as the heating, mixing and negative pressure. By using the
materials tested in this study, i.e., Poly (dimethylsiloxane) and beeswax, there was an
improvement in all manufacturing steps. The main differences were the precision and the
time, to perform the heating and mixing step, where the time have decreased by more
than 133% making this step faster. Regarding the degassing step, an improvement of more
than 200% was observed when compared to some works reported in the literature, due to
the ability of the MVC to perform two actions simultaneously (mixing and vacuuming),
making the step faster and more efficient. The samples have shown an improvement in
mechanical properties such as maximum tensile strength equivalent to 39% and 65% in
maximum strain. In the case of the optical properties, there was a 9% improvement at room
temperature and 12% transparency when they were heated to approximately 75 ◦C.

Generally, the proposed MVC has the ability to manufacture PDMS composites in a
more efficient and faster way when compared to conventional methods. Additionally, it is
a low-cost equipment as the price of all the MVC components was around 250€. It should
be noted that the MVC can also be used for other applications that require the control of
features such as heating, mixing and pressure.
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